
we are a technology-based boutique consulting company in the energy market

COMPANY PROFILE



With innovation and high‐tech engineering

consulting, M77 accompanies its clients in the

creation and development of their new products

and services.

We have been providing services for around fifteen

years to key players in the Hydrocarbon, Chemical,

Clean Energy and Water.

Covering every stage of project development from

strategic planning through to operations, we offers

technical consulting coupled with management and

strategy advisory services and a niche products

portfolio, pioneering the IoT applied to process

equipment.

As international group headquartered in London,

M77 operates in throughout Europe, Asia, Africa and

the Americas.

ABOUT US



ABOUT US

We work on technical consulting and business

advisory services providing solutions within

HYDROCARBONS CHEMICALS

WATER CLEAN ENERGY 

AND FUELS



Our Technical Consulting services are focused

on asset intensive businesses operating within

the Hydrocarbon, Chemicals, Clean Energy and

Fuel, Water sectors at any phase of the project

lifecycle.

Our Services include:

• Concept and Process Engineering

• Project Development

• Feasibility Studies, Technical and Economic

Evaluations

• Project Management Consulting (PMC)

• Key process equipment design

• Benchmarking against existing technologies

• Technical Due Diligence for investors and banks

TECHNICAL CONSULTING

SERVICES



M77 provides middle-market companies in a

wide variety of industries and geographic

regions strategic advisory support. Our services

help companies to change or improve strategic

direction and also operational improvements if

necessary.

Working with companies to develop new growth

strategies for marketing, sales, technological, and

operational strategies to improve profitability and

growth. Strategic Advisory can be provided as a

standalone service or also as a pre-cursor to

divesting the business or preparing the infrastructure

for M&A.

Strategic advisory support:

• Strategic planning and delivery

• Strategic investment decision support

• Business opportunity identification

• Market side economic forecasting

• Financial analysis

• Business Due Diligence

• M&A advisory

BUSINESS ADVISORY

SERVICES



M77 advises and supports its clients on

engineering and project management basis for

the onshore and offshore gas processing,

refining, LNG, GTL and Pipeline projects. We

also advise on License and EPC package basis

through alliances with leading process

licensors.

M77 applies basic engineering and concept-to-

completion expertise to ensure optimal returns on

investment in all hydrocarbons projects.

• Gas Monetization

• LNG infrastructures, pipeline systems and gas

processing

• GTL (gas-to-liquids), refining and petrochemicals

• Modular refineries, plug-and-play solutions to

process up to 30,000 bdp crude oil

• Sulphur Solutions, proven solutions for all

sulphur recovery efficiency and capacity ranges

• Gas Processing Solutions, removal of CO2,

H2O, Sulphur and Mercury to upgrade natural

gas or biogas to pipeline specifications

HYDROCARBONS

SOLUTIONS



At each stage of the chemicals value chain, there

are opportunities for business exposure, from

the raw material extraction, downstream

chemical manufacturing and processing, to

recycling or disposal of the chemical waste.

Supporting clients to develop opportunities with

evolving technologies, M77 understands the

complex array of risks and opportunities of the

chemical industry, as new feedstock sources,

production technologies and digital transformations,

and supports clients on their journey to the next

generation of performance and agility through high-

end advisory.

Combining practical and real-world experiences,

M77 provide solutions to a number of subsectors of

the chemical industry:

• Petrochemicals: ethylene and oxo-chemical

chains

• Polymers: PP, PE, PVC, resins

• Inorganic Chemicals: nitrogen and chlorine

chain, ammonia and fertilizers processes

• Specialty Chemicals: additives, high-value

chemicals, catalysts

• Bio-based chemicals: biopolymers, bio-based

additives

CHEMICAL

SOLUTIONS



For over 20 years M77 has provided detailed

feasibility studies, concept engineering and

project management services to utilities,

industries, financial institutions, and renewable

technology developers for clean energy projects.

We have project experience across the key

renewables sectors including wind, solar,

hydropower, geothermal, biomass, biofuels, and

energy from waste, hydrogen, fuel cells, carbon

capture and storage and clean fuels. We have track

record in executing clean fuels projects, with an in-

depth knowledge and experience of a wide range of

technologies, licensed and open-art, and help you

select the right solution.

Core competences of our team come across Heat

Recovery systems concept design and profitable

analysis.

• Renewables solutions: PV, wind and hydropower

concept engineering, project development and

financing

• Thermal Solutions: heat recovery systems,

energy efficiency, CHP and CHHP

• Biomass: bio-refineries and complete biomass

lifecycle assessment

• Clean Fuels: biogas production and upgrading,

diesel from renewable sources, clean coal,

biomass

CLEAN ENERGY AND CLEAN FUELS 

SOLUTIONS



Water resources management is no longer a

one-off activity to find a water source and to

maintain its supply. The industrial water-cycle

now allows a host of opportunities to be

explored and requires more advanced catchment

management techniques, innovative water

treatment and recycling methods, footprint

reduction initiatives and efficiency.

In recent times, scarcity, increased competition for

available resources, environmental pressures,

floods, drought, and climate change uncertainty

have combined to pose new challenges to our

customer’s businesses and the community at large.

M77 explore this challenges for its customers

embracing all aspects of the responsible

management of water, mainly including treatment

and recycling concept engineering, technology

development, technical and economical evaluation,

project financing.

• Whole of cycle water planning and viability

assessment/testing

• Water solution modeling and technology

selection

• Water system concept, design and delivery

• Water management (storage, re-use, disposal)

• Operational monitoring/audits

WATER

SOLUTIONS



Concept Engineering Modular Refinery

DonMac (Nigeria)

Concept Engineering GTL Plant

Undisclosed (USA/West Africa)

Proprietary Equipment Design

HaldorTopsoe, MOL, BASF (Europe, China)

Main Equipment Engineering (Refinery)

Fiore Technologies (Russia)

Basic Engineering (Oil&Gas)

Bellelli Engineering (Europe, USA, Russia)

Basic Engineering (Chemical)

LyondellBasell (Europe)

Equipment Design for Offshore

MaerskOil (Europe)

Project Management Consulting (Water)

Hydrotech Engineering (India)

Technology Development (Gas Processing)

ATP Group (East Europe)

MAIN REFERENCES

TECHNICAL CONSULTING



M&A Due Diligence Support

Undisclosed (USA)

Project Financing for Refinery Plant

DonMac (Nigeria)

Project Financing for Chemical Plant

Multichimica (Italy)

Project Financing for PV Power Plant

Greennova (Mexico)

Business Development Advisory

Elgo Holding (UK)

Business Development Advisory

Fiore Technologies (Italy)

Strategic Business Planning

Microx Technologies (Italy)

Strategic Business Planning

Greennova (Italy)

MAIN REFERENCES

BUSINESS ADVISORY



Gas-to-liquids (GTL) technology converts natural

gas – the cleanest-burning fossil fuel – into high-

quality liquid products that would otherwise be

made from crude oil. These products include

transportation fuels, motor oils and the

ingredients for everyday necessities like

plastics, detergents and cosmetics.

An American industrial group has to develop a

project for a GTL facility to be build and operate in

West Africa. M77 has been requested to evaluate

the best technology, perform a basic engineering

analysis with main economics and provide a

complete report for investment banks.

Our consultants have performed a detailed study

and assessment about:

• analysis of the technologies available in the

market with a due diligence about the optimal for

this purpose;

• basic front-end engineering to evaluate the

budget cost of the facility;

• setup the economics of the facility with different

operating scenarios and prepare a detailed

reporting for investment banks

CASE STUDY

GTL PLANT TECHNICAL CONSULTING

Client: US Project Development Company

Location: West Africa

Facility: GTL Gas-to-Liquid Plant

Year: 2017



A modular refinery is a skid mounted processing

plant to refine up to 30,000 bpd crude oil. Each

structure contains a portion of the entire

process plant, and through the piping the

components link together to form an easily

manageable process.

M77 has been awarded a concept and feasibility

study for a modular refinery of 10,000 bpd for Don

Mac Ltd (Nigeria) to provide low-sulphur and high-

grade products for the local market. Nigeria is

suffering shortage of refined products.

Our consultants have established a complete

technical and business analysis:

• Preparation of the technical and financial dossier

for a 10,000bpd Modular Refinery investment

• Analysis of the crude oil assay to perform the

best technology and refinery configuration

getting the desired refined products (High

Octane Gasoline with low Sulphur Content)

• Due diligence about Client financials, intake

agreement, offtake agreement, local regulations

and permitting

• Economic and financial analysis to get IRR, risk

mitigation and the best financial leverage for the

investment

CASE STUDY

MODULAR REFINERY TECHNICAL CONSULTING

Client: DonMac Ltd

Location: Nigeria

Facility: 10,000 bpd Refinery

Year: 2016



Green fuels are the future of the worlds clean

energy needs, their development and process

technologies are priority of Governments and

main companies in the energy market.

An American company is investing in the green

waste-to-diesel production technology and facility.

For the company’s operations planning and

execution functions, they turned to M77 consulting to

improve their position. M77 has been setting up the

process technology and basic engineering to finally

evaluate the project financial feasibility.

Our consultants have been performing technical and

engineering services as:

• analysis of the technologies available in the

market with a due diligence about the optimal for

this purpose;

• basic front-end engineering to evaluate the

budget cost of the facility with process

development and lab-trials setup.

CASE STUDY

CLEAN FUEL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

Client: US investment Firm

Location: Texas

Facility: 2,000 bpd biodiesel

Year: 2016



The worldwide deregulation of the power market

is changing the way new power investments are

made and has significant implications for the

future development of solar power technologies.

There are three general sources of capital

available for a renewable power project: equity,

debt, and grant financing.

A Mexican company is investing in the solar power

facility. For the company’s operations planning and

execution functions, they turned to M77 consulting to

setup the supply chain and basic engineering to

finally evaluate the project financial feasibility.

Our consultants have been performing technical and

engineering services as:

• analysis of the suppliers available in the market

with a due diligence about the optimal for this

purpose;

• Project financing analysis with optimal debt-

equity ratio based on client and investors criteria

CASE STUDY

SOLAR POWER PLANT PROJECT FINANCING

Client: Greennova

Location: Mexico

Facility: PV Power Plant

Year: 2015



Water resources management is no longer a

one-off activity to find a water source and to

maintain its supply. The industrial water-cycle

now allows a host of opportunities to be

explored and requires more advanced catchment

management techniques, innovative water

treatment and recycling methods

An Indian company is investing in the waste water

treatment facility through Hydrotech Engineering, an

Italian company. For the company’s operations

planning and execution functions, they turned to

M77 project management consulting (PMC) to

control the overall project.

Our consultants have been performing project

management services:

• Contract management

• Project management, scheduling and project

control

• Construction management

• Unique interface with final client

CASE STUDY

WATER PLANT PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Client: Welspun India Ltd

Location: India

Facility: Waste Water Plant

Year: 2014



M77 performed a detailed process modeling of a

proprietary equipment of RolleChim, technology

company involved in supplying a chemical

reactor for a petrochemical plant.

The process development for the new reactor has

requested a further examinations and confirmations

of its fluid-dynamics and heat transfer behavior.

RolleChim awarded M77 for the consultant service

for detailed modeling of the proprietary equipment.

Our consultants have established a detailed

modeling of the chemical reactor:

• Process design with heat transfer modeling of

the molten-salts side and the BFW side;

• Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis of

the reactor with further optimization of its

mechanical design

• Numerical methods for dynamic systems

assessment and on-line monitoring of the

operations.

CASE STUDY

NICHE HEAT TRANSFER ENGINEERING

Client: RolleChim

Location: Hungary

Facility: MOL Petrochemical

Year: 2015



As the economic outlook improves, corporates

are looking closely at M&A transactions to

enhance their competitive advantage.

M77 extensive industry knowledge and technical

accounting skill combined with advanced data

analytics capabilities give our clients a critical

advantage in making an informed bid or evaluate a

potential sell. M77 has been requested for a

technical due diligence for a M&A transaction in

USA, hydrocarbon service industry.

Our consultants have been involved in:

• Acquisition/pre-lending due diligence: providing

insights on the key issues and risks associated

with a potential target business or asset

• Vendor assist services: preparing a business for

sale and optimising certainty over price through

the sale process

• Sale and purchase agreements: providing advice

on adjustment mechanisms, accounting

definitions and policies, as well as financial and

tax warranties and indemnities

• Mergers and integrations, including synergies

analysis, assistance with complex separations

and post-merger integration to maximise value

CASE STUDY

M&A STRATEGIC ADVISORY SERVICE

Client: US Hydrocarbon Service

Location: Texas

Facility: M&A

Year: 2017



The Elgo Group is an international enterprise

comprised of 30 companies operating in the

sectors of construction, engineering

consultancy, production and services.

M77, in partnership with Greennova, has been

performing a strategic business plan for a new

industrial division of Elgo Holding (UK), offering

tailored, innovative and comprehensive solutions.

Our experienced consultants have extensive

business knowledge and compliance know-how,

along with access to a global network of industry

specialists and supply chain.

Our consultants has been performing a strategic

solution to Elgo Holding new industrial challenge

with:

• preliminary strategic business analysis

• market analysis

• supply chain and operations assessment

• business plan presentation

CASE STUDY

STRATEGIC ADVISORY FOR NEW BUSINESS UNIT

Client: Elgo Holding Ltd

Location: UK

Facility: Strategic Advisory

Year: 2017



MICROX is an innovative start-up commited to

the development of microfluidic lab on chip

(LOC) Technologies applied to environmental

and energy sectors. These technologies are

based on portable microdevices, that allows

measurements of chemical, biological and

environmental parameters at a nanoscale.

M77 has been supporting Microx Technologies since

the beginning, advising about technology, operations

and finance.

Our consultants have worked close to Microx

Technologies to perform:

• technical support and technology assessment to

evaluate and proof the best available technology

for the device;

• interface support and advise with Universities

and Research Centers

• advise about business model and business

strategy for the prototype phase and the further

industrialization phase

• setup of the business plant for presenting to

investment banks

CASE STUDY

STRATEGIC ADVISORY FOR STARTUP

Client: Microx Technologies

Location: Italy

Solution: Strategic Advisory

Year: 2017



WHERE WE ARE 

As international group headquartered in London,

M77 operates in throughout Europe, Asia, Africa

and the Americas with the offices of:

• London

• Houston

• Milan

• Lagos










CONTACT US 

www.m77-group.com

corporate@m77-group.com



we are a technology-based boutique consulting company in the energy market


